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Presentation Outline

• Reforms in water and wastewater sector of Armenia 
• Strategy development stages
• Analysis of the existing situation
• Baseline Scenario and Development Scenario
• Conclusions and Recommendations
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Partners: State Water Committee and Ministry of Finances and 
Economy of the Republic of Armenia in collaboration with EAT Task 
Force Secretariat  (the Client)

Financing – German grant through OECD
Project Management: 
Armenian counterpart – Mr. Ruben Davtyan (Steering Committee 

Chairman), Ministry of Finances and Economy of Armenia 
OECD counterpart – Mr. Gzhegosh Peshko

The Report has been prepared by the Task Force consisting of 
representatives of Armenian ministries and agencies concerned, 
Armvodocanal and Yervodocanal, international experts and 
independent local experts
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Financing Strategy Elaboration Stages:

• The Baseline Scenario analysis (incl. data collection), 
modelling (using FEASIBLE), and development of a set 
of measures to cover a baseline financing gap

• Selection of strategic objectives of water and wastewater 
(W&WW) sector development and calculation of the 
related costs

• Elaboration of the Sector Development Scenario being in 
line with the national priorities and balanced towards the 
available and the required funding 
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Brief Review of the Existing Situation in 
W&WW Sector:

Sector problems are correlated with general socio-
economical situation in Armenia: sharp decline of 
production and population incomes as well as 
energy crisis in the beginning of 90-ties had negative 
impact on water services and households 
affordability

• Thus,  W&WW utilities are in poor financial situation and 
have to rely on budget allocations. In 2002, 0.6% of total 
budget expenditure was spent to cover financing gap of 
the utilities.

• In spite of rather moderate tariff, the households 
payments collection rate was very low
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Reforms in W&WW Sector

• The Law on the Households W&WW Services Debts 
Restructuring gave rise to a sharp increase of the 
households payments collection rate (in Yerevan 
(2003) - 65-70%, at individual water meters installed 
for 85% apartments).  

• Unfortunately an accelerated transition to metered 
factual water consumption hasn’t been supported so far 
with corresponding changes of the tariff structure and 
rate. In 2003 the W&WW services billed payments in 
Yerevan decreased down to 20% as against 2002.

• In order to eliminate the utilities financing gap, the 
Government is going to introduce a new tariff in April 
2004, which will be 100% higher than the exiting one.
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Fixed Assets – Unsatisfactory Conditions

Assessment of WWTPs in 10 areas was made: 
As a result,  all WWTP in Armenia are not 

operating or do not provide proper (design) 
treatment quality, let alone wastewater desinfection
and sludge treatment. At best,  wastewater undergoes 
mechanical treatment and desinfection is applied in 
single cases. 
Sanitation infrastructure in the cities and towns is in 
very poor condition: many facilities are outdated and 
collapsing; the equipment is completely worn out 
and partly lost
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Government of Armenia intends to solve the sector 
problems

• Though wastewater is discharge to mountainous rivers 
…

• Government of Armenia intends to improve situation 
in the sector of wastewater treatment

• Rapid economical growth in 2000-2003 created the basis 
for loans attraction
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Main Options to Address W&WW  Sector 
Financial Problems:

Resource saving operation 
• resource mobilisation from all available 

sources 
• realistic prices reflecting volumes and 

quality of the services provided
• financial strategy elaboration  
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To Mobilize Additional Financing for the 
Sector – Measures, Implemented in 2003-2004

1. A radical improvement of users fee 
collection (from 31.4% in 2002 to 60-65% in 2003) 

2. Restructuring of the households’ debts for WSS 
services
3. Increase of the public funds allocated for W&WW 
sector (incl. co-financing on loans)

4. 4. TThe Government of Armenia has already attracted, he Government of Armenia has already attracted, 
and in the near future plans to secure, more foreign and in the near future plans to secure, more foreign 
loans (from the World Bank and loans (from the World Bank and KfWKfW) on preferential ) on preferential 
termsterms
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Baseline Scenario

A Key Objective in the Baseline Scenario (2002-2015) -
maintenance of W&WW systems performance indicators and 
services quality at the level of Baseline Year 2002, with gradual 
revitalisation of 24-hours water supply, according to the 
established approximate schedule. 

Infrastructure modernisation interventions include only rehabilitation 
of water supply system in Yerevan within 1999-2004 financed from 
WB loan in the frameworks of the First Municipal Development 
Program. 

Capital repair and planned replacement of the deteriorated 
assets will be financed in scopes necessary to keep to the Baseline 
Year level, avoiding their further degradation. 
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Development Scenario

Possibility to cover the financing gap in the Baseline Scenario 
allow to set more ambitious objectives related to W&WW sector 
rehabilitation and development.

The main measures in the Development Scenario:
• 2005-2009: reconstruction of WWTP, construction of new 

sections of sewers and WW pumping station and re-laying of 
the depreciated wastewater networks in Yerevan;

• 2006-2009: priority construction of new WWTP; 
• 2007-2010: reconstruction or completion of construction of the 

WWTP requiring relatively few funds;

The result will be introduction of the effective mechanical 
wastewater treatment in all settlements in question
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Conclusions:

• Proposed set of targets for W&WW sector of Armenia

• Calculated the needed financing to achieve the development 
goals 

• Proposed measures to cover the financing gap

• Development targets are achievable, though it would require 
mobilizing of all financing resources

• FEASIBLE model simulations revealed that household annual per 
capita income at some EUR 1100 (4%)-1450 (3%) is a precondition 

for financial autonomy of water utilities in Armenia.
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Conclusions:

• Financial autonomy of Water utilities can be 
achieved with level of population income, which 
exceeds base year (EUR 385) by factor 3

• On the review period, the GoA will have to finance 
capital expenditure in WSS sector from the public 
budget and from international loans.
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Conclusions:

• Implementation of the proposed (or any other) 
Development Scenario necessitates elaboration of a 
target national program for rehabilitation and 
construction of WW treatment plants and networks to 
ensure more efficient wastewater collection and 
mechanical treatment. 

• The present Financing Strategy outlines financial 
guidelines for the mentioned program. (Some cost 
items could have been overestimated). Financing need 
should be made more precise after elaboration of 
Feasibility Study for rehabilitation and construction of the 
facilities.
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Conclusions:

• The Program and pilot projects development should be started from 
a complete inventory and technical due diligence of the key assets 
of W&WW sector, as well as clarification of water balances for each 
settlement and water demand management program elaboration.

• Further, it is reasonable to prepare FS for 
reconstruction/construction of the facilities relying on future budget 
funding and/or credits from IFO for capital investments. 

The works could be supported by donor funding and through 
technical assistance of international institutions. 

Thank you!


